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July 2018 Recommendations 

Periodicals Workgroup 

 

Here are the recommendations from the Periodicals workgroup which last met on Wednesday 7/18/18 at the Greenfield public 

library.  We have several changes to the CountyCat periodicals display and Sierra check-in records to propose. The goal of our 

work has been to improve the patron’s experience in using periodical records by reducing jargon, visual clutter and redundancy, 

and to work toward greater standardization across all libraries of the wording and descriptions of their holdings.  

 

1. The group recognizes that there are separate bibs in CountyCat for print and online periodicals.  While it is aware that 

some library systems / catalogs combine records in an effort to simplify the results and display, the group does not 

recommend merging or combining print and online periodical records at this time.  

 

2. This group recommends that MCFLS schedule a meeting with Periodicals and CCDM staff for September 2018 to 

discuss the changes proposed here and to, more importantly, get direct input to construct guidelines for the Sierra 

check-in record, specifically the limited retention statement used by most libraries in the Library Has field.  This field has 

a lot of variation at present.  If LDAC approves the recommended changes, MCFLS offers to create staff training content 

and help individual libraries do batch clean-up where necessary.  

 

3. Regarding online periodicals: 

In June 2018, 118 RBdigital bibs were added to CountyCat.  These were a replacement to the former 99 Zinio titles. The 

records were first suppressed and reviewed by CCDM then unsuppressed and given the material type of “Periodical” 

instead of “internet resource” which is what was previously used  In addition to the new MARC bib records, there are 

three separate links on different parts of CountyCat’s home page to help patrons encounter this collection. This MCFLS 

RBdigital page includes a list of the titles, a link for online sign up as well as video instructions.  

 

Due to the presence of this collection in CountyCat, the group recommends creating a new material type code and icon 

called E-Magazine to be used for these records as well as other qualifying serial bibs (e.g., having an 856 with actual 

online content). This name was chosen because it is in line with E-Audiobook and E-Book which already exist in the 

system.  It is suggested that MCFLS repurpose the existing icon for Newspapers adding an ‘e’ to the image.  

  
 

The group recommends MCFLS assist libraries in performing batch clean-up of the public note of the 856 field in all 

serial bibs so that the same phrase is used in CountyCat.  Currently all RBdigital bib’s have a note of “View this online.”  

The group is open to what the wording of the public note would be and will defer to CCDM for its preference given MPL 

holds the most number of these types of records. 

 

4. Regarding print periodicals: 

The group recommends relabeling “Periodical” to “Magazine” keeping the Sierra bib code and material type icon the 

same.   
 

From the brief results display of CountyCat, the 

group makes the following recommendations. We 

look for guidance as to when to implement such 

changes to the public view. None of these items 

require staff time/work: 

https://countycat.mcfls.org/screens/rbdigital-magazines.html
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a. Change the wording Show library holdings to “Show what we have.”   

b. Hide the line of text directly below that which says “Available at . . ..” [The workgroup feels patrons remain 

confused about the full scope of libraries holding the title from this abbreviated phrase.]  

Within the full record view of a print periodical in 

CountyCat, when there are numerous items attached, the 

group recommends that Encore be set to show the 

expandable / collapsible option “Show More Items / Show 

Fewer Items” when there are 8 or more attached items.   

 

 

 

When a patron clicks on the Show library holdings text 

link from the brief display, they are able to view 

information about the given periodical.  This is a 

preview of content in the full record. The workgroup 

recommends a meeting with Periodicals and CCDM 

staff to discuss these improvements to the public’s 

view of check-in information:  
 

a. For the IDENTITY field, change Newspaper entries to use the Print identity and then discontinue use of that option. Bring 

a set list of IDENTITY options to the Periodicals staff with training instructions on how to consistently add in these exact 

entries. MCFLS is available to work with libraries to provide clean-up on any typo’s found in existing records.  

 

b. The Periodicals committee is charged with identifying and writing up 

new guidelines for “Limited Retention Statements” for the Lib Has field 

(e.g., Current Issue + 2 Years).  

 

c. To assist with this, MCFLS is available to set up permanent substitution 

phrases in Sierra to allow staff to use keyboard shortcuts to easily select 

and use prescribed limited retention statements in the Lib Has field. The 

MCFLS LSA will provide training materials and work with individual 

libraries to clean up the Lib Has retention statements by a future date 

set by the Periodicals committee. 

 
d. This workgroup recommends holding off on the clean-up of specific 

holdings statements found in the Lib Has field at this time [for example: v.2 (2005)-v.7(2012); v.9(2014)-Present] as well as 

the use of a new Public Display variable field for CountyCat.  The workgroup feels it is important to make progress on 

the above changes first.  
 

e. The group recommends that any prefix or word found in the call number of periodical item records be left alone.  That 

information often helps the patron locate print magazines when in the library. 
 

f. MCFLS is available to investigate whether Innovative provides any new auto-sort options by IP when patrons view the 

attached check-in and item records while in the library.  

 

g. With input from the Periodicals committee, the MCFLS LSA is to create and share a report every six months that lists 

periodicals with an old check-in card (Latest Received date listed is older than a set date). The goal being that old cards 

get deleted from Sierra and changed into a new limited retention statement where appropriate.  

IDENTITY COUNT 
Periodicals Workgroup 

Recommendation July 2018 

CD-ROM 80   

DVD-ROM 10   

Floppy 21   

Internet 37   

Map 122   

Microfiche 1927   

Microfilm 851   

Newspaper 48 
Change these records to "Print" 

and discontinue use of 
Newspaper 

Print 23194   

Score 21   


